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Neural Networks today are solved using Backpropagation

This triggered a debate over if the brain is also doing Backpropagation?

Some said Yes, others said NO

This debate has inspired the search for alternative 
optimization strategies without backpropagation. 



Layer-wise Training emerged from this debate to 
bypass backpropagation.

W₀ is first trained as a 
single layer network 
against an objective 
without W₁

Once W₀ is trained, we 
hold W₀ constant and 
train W₁ as a 2 layer 
network. This process 
repeats until L layers.

Since Layer-wise Training only uses a forward pass, backpropagation 
is avoided during training. But some theoretical questions remains.

1. Is the computation of gradients during optimization necessary? 
In fact, is it theoretically possible to use a simple and repetitive 
closed-form weight to optimize the network. 

2. How do we know “when” to stop adding more layers? 



Our Contribution

1. We discovered a closed-form solution to the weights of layer-wise networks. 
a. By iteratively stacking layers with simple weights. Layer-wise networks can be 

automatically optimized to reach the global optimum.
b. The closed-form weights turn out to be the Kernel Mean Embedding. 

(Computable via addition and without Gradient Descent).

2. We discovered a strategy to identify the appropriate network depth.
a. We propose to stop adding more layers when the extra layers stop changing the 

network as a function.
b. We discovered that using Kernel Mean Embedding as the weights, the network 

automatically converges to a kernel. We call it the Neural Indicator Kernel.



Key Idea of our Approach

Our Empirical Risk

We define the kernel sequence as

Note the notation

then

If we input each element of the kernel 
sequence into the Empircal Risk, we obtain 
another sequence called th H-Sequence.

Our strategy is to use closed-form weights to discover a kernel sequence that 
pushes the H-sequences to approach its global optimum. 



How did we pick the Empirical Risk?

We noticed that for classification
1. If our solution maps the data to labels {0, 1} instead of the true labels {-1, 1}, 

the solution is identical. 

2. Therefore, enforcing f(x) = y doesn’t make sense for classification. 

3. We posit that by relaxing the constraint f(x) =y for classification, it would be 
easier during optimization to collide into a solution space. 

4. Instead of MSE or Cross-Entropy, we decide to use an objective that focus on 
learning a mapping where similar and different classes become easily 
distinguishable. 

But since there are so many ways to define similarity, how can an 
objective always choose the best similar for every possible situation?



We show that the Hilbert Schmidt Independence Criterion 
(HSIC) is ideal for this situation. 

At each layer, we optimize the objective

We use the feature map of a Gaussian kernel as the activation function.



HSIC automatically learns the ideal similarity measure

The HSIC objective can be rewritten as

Since HSIC can be rewritten in terms of similarity Kernel parameterized by 
the weights, the weights that maximize HSIC automatically discovers the 
ideal similarity.

We discovered (as corollaries) that HSIC is simultaneously 
minimizing MSE and Cross-Entropy. 





Our claim is based on our theoretical result of the following theorem.

Experiment :



The output of each layer after the 
activation function converges to the 
Neural Indicator Kernel.



The output of each layer before the 
activation function converges to a 
trace ratio of 0.



Claims 2 and 3 are based on the following Theorem.

This is the Neural 
Indicator Kernel.

Experiment :
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